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Abstract
Recently, an implicit trajectory model using temporally varying
weight regression (TVWR) was proposed and achieved promis-
ing gains using ML training criteria. In the original TVWR,
each component weight is modelled as a constrained linear re-
gression function with respect to the monophone posterior fea-
ture. Due to the high dimensionality of the posterior feature,
many free parameters were introduced into the TVWR system.
Compared to the standard HMM system, such increment of
system complexity could potentially cause two issues: over-
training and slow decoding. In order to avoid these two is-
sues, parameter clustering for TVWR is proposed to estimate
cluster specific instead of original component specific regres-
sion parameters. In this paper, both knowledge-driven and data-
driven approaches are introduced to define the cluster. Param-
eter re-estimation of clustered regression parameters is also de-
rived.Experiments are conducted on the clean data of Aurora 4
corpus and systems are evaluated on Nov’92 5k closed vocab-
ulary recognition task. Results show that comparable perfor-
mance can be obtained and decoding time improves by more
than 20% after significant reduction of system complexity.
Index Terms:trajectory modelling, complexity control, linear
regression, clustering

1. Introduction
Recently, a new implicit trajectory model called Temporally
Varying Weight Regression (TVWR) [1] was proposed to re-
lax the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) assumption [2], which
is that the current observation is independent of the other states
and observations given the current state. Original TVWR [1]
tried to model each component weight as a constrained linear
regression function with respect to a monophone posterior fea-
ture. Since the monophone posterior feature used in TVWR
is predicted based on a long span of context observations, rich
temporal varying information is able to be properly regressed
to represent time-varying Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [3]
weights. Like many other trajectory models [4, 5, 6, 7] that
have time-varying property with high dimensional posterior fea-
tures, significant performance improvements over the conven-
tional HMM are obtained at the cost of greatly increasing num-
ber of parameters.

The main additional computing cost of TVWR system is
from the regression process, which consists of predicting the
monphone posterior feature and linear regression. The mono-
phone posterior feature can be predicted from any probabilistic
classifier by taking a long span of context observations as input.
For a better accuracy, powerful classifiers, such as neural net-
works or GMM with full covariance matrix, are preferred. In
case of using neural networks in the original TVWR [1], there

is no way to reduce the computing cost given the fixed input di-
mension and neural network configuration. If GMM is applied,
Gaussian clustering and selection approach used in fMPE [4, 5]
may be applied for efficiency. Although reduction of the pos-
terior feature dimension can decrease the system complexity,
it could also lose a lot of temporal contextual information and
decrease the system performance. Since time-varying weight
of each component in TVWR is a linear function of the poste-
rior feature, the number of regression parameters can be tens of
thousands in a state-of-the-art system, which could lead to inef-
ficient decoding. On the other hand, too many free parameters
may cause over-training issue as the training data and comput-
ing resources can always be limited. Considering the possibil-
ity of that some components may share similar contextual in-
formation, this paper proposes parameter clustering to estimate
a cluster specific regression parameter tied to multiple compo-
nents for a more compact TVWR model. In detail, clustered pa-
rameter re-estimation using the maximum likelihood criterion is
derived; both knowledge-driven and data-driven clustering ap-
proaches are are introduced.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives an overview of previously proposed TVWR. Sec-
tion 3 introduces the idea of parameter clustering and how to
estimate clustered regression parameter. Experimental results
are reported in Section 4.

2. Overview of TVWR
TVWR was originally proposed to relax the HMM assump-
tion by explicitly modelling the correlation of limited succes-
sive observations into the time-varying weight. Mathematically,
TVWR is formulated by factorizing a standard HMM model us-
ing a long span of observations as features such as the output
probability of state j in TVWR is shown as:

p(ot, τ t|j) =
M∑

m=1

P (m|j)p(τ t|ot, j,m)︸ ︷︷ ︸
cjmt

p(ot|j,m) (1)

where τ t is a limited context of observation ot, denoted as
τ t = {ot−δ, . . . ,ot−1,ot+1, . . . ,ot+δ}, where δ is the con-
text expansion size. We name the static weight P (m|j) scaled
by the conditional probability of the context variable τ t as the
time-varying weight cjmt. The advantage of such factoriza-
tion is that the conventional component emission probability
p(ot|j,m) remains with efficient parameter estimation formu-
lae but its weight is expressed to be time-varying or context
dependent. Since the conditional probability of τ t is very ex-
pensive to model due to the high dimensionality of τ t, two ap-
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proximations are made such that:

p(τ t|ot, j,m) ≈ p(τ t|j,m) (2)

=

N∑

i=1

p(τ t|i, j,m)P (i|j,m) (3)

≈ Kt

N∑

i=1

p(i|τ t)P (i|j,m) (4)

where Kt = p(τ t)/P (i) is the component independent nor-
malization term, which can be ignored during likelihood calcu-
lation, and i is the latent variable to partition the space of con-
text observations and uniform prior P (i) is assumed during the
above derivation, p(i|τ t) is the posterior feature predicted by
any probabilistic classifier using the context observation as in-
put, P (i|j,m) is the so-called regression parameter to estimate
during the conventional TVWR training. Note that due to the
use of dynamic features, the independence assumption between
ot and τ t may not be good, however, this assumption simpli-
fies the model derivation. Typically, i is defined as monophone
such that a neural network or GMM can be trained by super-
vision for a better quality of the posterior feature. For conve-
nience, hti = p(i|τ t), wjmi = P (i|j,m), and cjm = P (m|j)
are defined for future reference. As can be seen, each compo-
nent jm requiresN parameters to linearly regress the incoming
posterior feature, which introduces too many parameters.

In the original TVWR [1], monophone classes are used to
represent the latent variable i, whose number, N = 40 is close
to the typical feature dimension. Therefore, in a typical TVWR
system with diagonal covariance matrix, if the total number of
states is J and number of component per state is M , the ad-
ditionally introduced parameters in TVWR would be JMN
(Note that the transition and posterior generator related param-
eters and calculation are not considered in this paper), which is
about 50% more parameters to its initial standard HMM sys-
tem. One simple way to reduce the system complexity is to
lower the dimensionality of the posterior feature. However,
since fMPE [4, 5] used thousands dimensional Gaussian pos-
terior feature to learn the time-varying property, further reduc-
tion of the monophone posterior feature used in TVWR may
lose a lot of important temporal information. It is noted that
the regression parameter in Eq-4 tries to learn the component
specific characteristics of the context variable. Considering that
there is high possibility that some components share some simi-
lar acoustic context information, the same regression parameter
may be sharable by multiple components without invalidating
the sum-to-one constraint.

3. Parameter Clustering
The basic idea of parameter clustering for TVWR is to estimate
a cluster specific regression parameter to be applied to all the
components in that cluster. Therefore, two issues need to be
solved in this section, including re-estimating tied regression
parameter from the training data and determining which group
of components should be tied to a particular cluster. Before
discussing those details, regression parameter of cluster r is de-
fined as w(r)

i with following property:

wjmi = w
(r)
i ∀jm ∈ r (5)

If there are totally R clusters, there would be RN additional
parameters in TVWR, which could significantly reduce the sys-
tem complexity given the fact that R � JM . Note that the

constraint still applies for clustered regression parameter such
as

N∑

i=1

w
(r)
i = 1, w

(r)
i ≥ 0 ∀r (6)

3.1. Parameter Estimation

Since the objective function of training cluster and unclustered
TVWR system will show how parameter clustering will affect
the training criteria, or the performance in the training data, we
will introduce the parameter estimation algorithm first. In this
paper, only maximum likelihood estimation for TVWR systems
will be applied. Given approximations in Eq-2 and Eq-4, the
auxiliary function w.r.t. wjmi, cjm for unclustered TVWR sys-
tem can be derived based on the conventional EM algorithm:

Q =
∑

t,j,m

γjm(t) log cjmt

=
∑

t,j,m

γjm(t) log

(
cjm

∑

i

wjmip(τ t|i, j,m)

)

≥
∑

t,j,m,i

γjmi(t) (logwjmi + log p(τ t|i))

+
∑

t,j,m

γjm(t) log cjm (7)

where γjm(t) is the component occupancy given the current
TVWR model, and

γjmi(t) = γjm(t)
ŵjmip(τ t|i, j,m, λ̂)∑
i ŵjmip(τ t|i, j,m, λ̂)

(8)

≈ γjm(t)
ŵjmip(τ t|i, λ̂)∑
i ŵjmip(τ t|i, λ̂)

(9)

= γjm(t)
ŵjmihti∑
i ŵjmihti

(10)

ŵjmi, λ̂ are the current model parameters. After dropping the
term independent of regression parameter wjm., the auxiliary
function for each component becomes:

G(jm) =
∑

i

βjmi logwjmi (11)

where the sufficient statistics are:

βjmi =
∑

t

γjmi(t) (12)

Closed form update formula can be derived using Lagrange
multiplier method such that:

wjmi =
βjmi∑
i βjmi

(13)

After tying regression parameter to some predefined clusters,
the objective for each cluster r becomes maximizing the fol-
lowing auxiliary function:

G(r) =
∑

jm∈r

∑

i

βjmi logw
(r)
i (14)

subject to the constraint given in Eq-6. Again, Lagrange mul-
tiplier method can be applied to derive the update formula for
clustered regression parameters:

w
(r)
i =

∑
jm∈r βjmi∑

jm∈r
∑
i βjmi

(15)
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As can be seen, the accuracy loss in the training data by tying
regression parameter can be measured by the likelihood loss af-
ter switching objective function from Eq-11 to Eq-14. On the
other hand, update formulae in Eq-13 and Eq-15 also tell that
the components in the same cluster should have similar compo-
nent specific sufficient statistics βjm., such that the likelihood
loss can be minimized.

3.2. Knowledge-driven Clustering

Knowledge-driven clustering is based on the possible connec-
tion of components in terms of time-varying weights to empir-
ically determine which group of components could be possibly
tied together. The very first approach is to tie all the compo-
nents into one global cluster. In that case, all the components
will share the same time-varying regression value, however, this
does not offer useful information to distinguish different com-
ponents or states given different context information. Therefore,
TVWR with one global cluster will degenerate to be a standard
HMM system. In case of using monophone class to represent
the latent variable i, components with the same central mono-
phone may learn some similar time-varying information char-
acterized by monophone posterior feature. It is possible to tie
these components such thatR = N , and we name this approach
as model-wise clustering. However, model-wise clustering may
not be consistent to the typical triphone system using left and
right phone as context, which may lead to a poor context model.
One alternative is to cluster all the components within the same
triphone state such that each state has its own regression pa-
rameter. In that case, we have wjmi = wji and R = J , and
name it as state-wise clustering. Since there is no need of any
prior knowledge about TVWR systems, these approaches can
be performed without pre-training of TVWR.

3.3. Data-driven Clustering

Since knowledge-driven clustering is not able to perform the
clustering at the component level, data-driven clustering is mo-
tivated. For a better measurement of the clustering quality, the
auxiliary function Eq-14 of clustered TVWR system is em-
ployed as the objective function of data-driven clustering al-
gorithm. However, it is computationally expensive to evaluate
this objective function since the sufficient statistics βjm. may
change after tying regression parameter. Therefore, forward-
backward alignment of clustered TVWR is assumed to be fixed
during the clustering process. Since the update step is already
shown in Eq-15, remaining problem of this clustering algorithm
is how to assign each component to a particular cluster. Given a
component jmwith its sufficient statistics βjm., the assignment
can be performed by selecting a cluster r which contributes
most likelihood to the auxiliary function Eq-14 such as:

jm ∈ argmax
r

{∑

i

βmljmi logw
(r)
i

}
(16)

Finally, the whole data-driven clustering algorithm can be sum-
marized as follows:

1. Perform a regular TVWR training to accumulate suffi-
cient statistics in Eq-12 for each component.

2. Estimate a GMM with the desired number of compo-
nents (clusters) to describe the distribution of regression
parameters (wjm.) and use the component mean as the
initialization of the cluster centroids.

3. Perform the assignment step for each component accord-
ing to Eq-16 given the current cluster centroids.

4. Update the centroid of each cluster according to Eq-15
using the fixed sufficient statistics.

5. If the auxiliary function in Eq-14 converged or the max-
imum number of iterations reached, goto step 6; other-
wise, goto step 3.

6. Re-estimate the cluster centroids through the training
data using the update formula in Eq-15 by few iterations
of clustered parameter estimation.

3.4. Runtime Analysis

Caching the cluster dependent
∑
i w

(r)
i hti is the most impor-

tant step to really take advantage of the compressed TVWR
system. Therefore, in a clustered TVWR system, likelihood
calculation of one component has chance to directly apply the
regressed value from its cluster. If pruning threshold and beam
search are disabled, for a utterance with T frames, unclustered
TVWR requiresO(TMN) more operations than that of its ini-
tial standard HMM system. After clustering, only O(TRN)
more operations are required. In a typical state-of-the-art ASR
system, the total number of Gaussian components can be tens
of thousands, if a relative small number of clusters can maintain
the similar gain over the standard system, a lot of computing
time can be saved. Moreover, for a fast implementation, regres-
sion value is usually calculated on demand but always cached
for possible reference by other components, which is another
key point to really improve the efficiency for both training and
decoding.

4. Experimental Results
In this section, experiments are conducted on the clean data of
Aurora 4 [8] corpus, which contains about 14 hours training
data, including 7138 utterances. The evaluation set is 5k closed
vocabulary recognition task (NIST Nov’92 WSJ0), including
330 utterances. Decision tree state-clustered triphone system
with J = 3226 distinct states is built with each triphone mod-
elled by a 3 state left-to-right HMM. The acoustic features used
here is 39 dimensional MFCC, including 12 static coefficients,
zero-th coefficient and the first two differentials. The recog-
nition includes a bigram full decoding followed by a trigram
lattice-rescoring using HTK [9].

The temporally varying posterior feature, hti, is obtained
using multiple GMM models. Specifically, N = 40 mono-
phones are employed to represent the latent class i, each of
which is modelled by a GMM with 8 components and full co-
variance matrix. The long span context observations include a
sequence of MFCC features spanning a window of 8 frames.
Since the linear relationship exists between the static and dy-
namic parameters, which will lead to singular full covariance
matrix, only static parameters are applied with 13*8 total di-
mensions.

Models R=1 R=40 R=3226 R=51616
WER(%) 6.35 6.00 5.98 5.75

Table 1: Comparison of recognition performance for
knowledge-driven clustered TVWR and baselines.

Recognition results of baselines and knowledge-driven
clustered systems are compared in Table.1. The standard HMM
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system (R = 1) with M = 16 components per state shows
6.35% Word Error Rate (WER). Note that no improvements
have been found using more mixtures per state under the cur-
rent setup. Starting from this baseline, the standard TVWR
(R = 51616) system shows a significant (tested at 5% level us-
ing NIST SCTK scoring toolkit) improved performance, 5.75%
WER. However, as the component dependent regression pa-
rameter dimension, 40 is comparable to the Gaussian mean
or variance, it has increased the system complexity by 50%.
When model-wise clustering (R = 40) is performed, the clus-
tered TVWR system achieved slightly better recognition accu-
racy than the standard HMM. This is expected as the mono-
phone posterior feature performed as a secondary classifier
to help the speech recognition. When state-wise clustering
R = 3226 is performed, this system with much more param-
eters just performs similar to the model-wise clustering. Since
both knowledge-driven clustering methods cannot significantly
outperform the standard HMM as the regular TVWR, it is nec-
essary to study the component level clustering in a data-driven
fashion.
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Figure 1: Comparison of “Likelihood” (Top), Word Error Rate
(Middle) and HTK Runtime factor (Bottom) for various data-
driven clustered TVWR systems with or without re-estimation.
Knowledge-driven clustering based results are also marked as
* at R=40 and 3226.

Various criteria are compared with different number of clus-
ters based on data-driven approaches in Fig.1. In the top fig-
ure, average likelihood with the same normalization term offset
in all TVWR systems is compared. First observation is that
re-estimation after clustering consistently increased the “likeli-
hood”, which tells that parameter estimation algorithm of clus-
tered TVWR is well implemented. After increasing the num-
ber of clusters, “likelihood” constantly increased and soon con-
verged to be close to the unclustered TVWR. This implies clus-
tered TVWR systems are potentially capable of describing the
same characteristics of the contextual information like the un-

clustered TVWR. On the other hand, TVWR with more than
1024 clusters begin to show better training likelihood than the
regular TVWR, which tells that TVWR may be more com-
pactly modelled after tying parameters given the limited train-
ing data. Finally, when comparing knowledge-driven clustering
approaches, data-driven method show consistently better “like-
lihood”.

Recognition results are compared in the middle figure.
Clustered TVWR systems without further re-estimation per-
form consistently better than the standard HMM system but
worse than the unclustered TVWR system. After 8 iterations
of re-estimation after clustering, most clustered TVWR systems
show promising improvement over both the standard HMM sys-
tem and their starting points. It is also found that re-estimation
did not always improve the system with fewer clusters.Since
the forward-backward alignment is assumed to be unchanged
during clustering, this assumption could be weakly made for
those with fewer clusters possibly due to greater model changes.
Therefore, data-driven clustered TVWR systems with fewer
clusters may not be improved by re-estimation in terms of
recognition performance. On the other hand, knowledge-driven
approaches using R=40 and 3226 did not show clear difference,
however, data-driven approach can potentially gain more than
the knowledge-driven approach. This tells that intra-state re-
gression parameters can be very different such that data-driven
approach with more flexible clustering choices can perform bet-
ter. Eventually, the clustered TVWR system with 1024 clus-
ters shows comparable performance to the unclustered system,
which implies that many regression parameters can be shared
without affecting the recognition performance.

In the bottom figure, HTK runtime factor, i.e. comput-
ing time per second speech, is compared. As can be seen,
all the clustered TVWR systems are much more efficient than
the unclustered system, and re-estimation also showed consis-
tently improvement. Both data-driven and knowledge-driven
approaches perform similarly efficient at R=40 and 3226. Note
that since beam search is always enabled for efficient decoding,
more clusters does not always lead to more computing time.
Eventually, the clustered TVWR system with the best recog-
nition performance, i.e. R=1024 also shows more than 20%
relative improvement in terms of decoding speed.

In summary, data-driven clustered TVWR with 1024 clus-
ters has shown better performance than knowledge-driven ap-
proaches in terms of various criteria. It is also found that 1024-
cluster TVWR system is able to maintain the recognition accu-
racy of the unclustered TVWR system and improve decoding
efficiency. Although development set is missing for determin-
ing the proper number of clusters, it is empirically found that
parameter clustering algorithm should be performed by choos-
ing a minimum cluster number which can catch up the “likeli-
hood” of unclustered TVWR system.

5. Conclusions
This paper has proposed parameter clustering using the max-
imum likelihood criterion to compress the recently proposed
Temporally Varying Weight Regression (TVWR) model in the
model space view. Parameter estimation of clustered TVWR
system through the training data is derived; two clustering meth-
ods are also introduced. Experimental results on Aurora 4 cor-
pus show that both “likelihood” and Word Error Rate can be re-
tained, and decoding efficiency was significantly improved us-
ing data-driven clustering followed by parameter re-estimation.
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